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Abstract
Although several laser–plasma-basedmethods have been proposed for generating energetic electrons,
positrons and γ-photons,manipulation of theirmicrostructures is still challenging, and their angular
momentum control has not yet been achieved.Here, we present and numerically demonstrate an all-
optical scheme to generate bright GeV γ-photon and positron beamswith controllable angular
momentumby use of two counter-propagating circularly-polarized lasers in a near-critical-density
plasma. The plasma acts as a ‘switchingmedium’, where the trapped electrons first obtain angular
momentum from the drive laser pulse and then transfer it to the γ-photons via nonlinear Compton
scattering. Further through themultiphotonBreit–Wheeler process, dense energetic positron beams
are efficiently generated, whose angularmomentum can bewell controlled by laser–plasma
interactions. This opens up a promising and feasible way to produce ultra-bright GeV γ-photons and
positron beamswith desirable angularmomentum for awide range of scientific research and
applications.

Introduction

Positrons—as the antiparticles of electrons—are relevant to awide variety of fundamental and practical
applications [1–4], ranging from studies of atomic structures of atoms, astrophysics and particle physics to
radiography inmaterial science andmedical application.However, it is very difficult to produce dense energetic
positrons in laboratories [5], even though theymay exist naturally inmassive astrophysical objects like pulsars
and black holes [3] and are likely to form gamma-ray bursts [6]. Recently, significant efforts have been devoted to
producing positron beams by use of intense laser pulses. For example, with laser-produced energetic electrons
interactingwith high-Zmetals, positrons are generated via the Bethe–Heitler process [7]with typical density of
~ -10 cm16 3 and average energy of severalMeV [8–11]. The abundant positronswith a higher energy and
extreme density are particularly required for diverse areas of applications [1–6], such as exploring energetic
astrophysical events, nonlinear quantum systems, fundamental pair plasma physics, and so on. The upcoming
multi-PW lasers [12, 13]will allowone to access the light intensity exceeding -10 W cm ,23 2 which pushes light–
matter interactions to the exoticQED regime [2, 13–15], including high-energy γ-photon emission and dense
positron production. Under such laser conditions, both theoretical [16–18] and numerical [19–24] studies have
shown that themultiphotonBreit–Wheeler (BW)process [25], whichwasfirst experimentally demonstrated at
SLAC [26], is an effective route to generate high-energy dense positron beams.However, it is generally very
difficulty to obtain all-optical denseGeV positron sources fromdirect laser–plasma interactions at a low laser
intensity of~ -10 W cm ,22 2 togetherwith controllable beamproperties and feature of quasi-neutral pairflows.
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To the best of our knowledge, one of the unique physical properties of positron beams, the beam angular
momentum (BAM), has not yet been considered in laser–plasma interaction to date.

High-energy particle beamswith angularmomentumhave an additional degree of freedom and unique
characteristics, which offer exciting and promising new tools for potential applications [3, 27–29] in test of the
fundamental physicalmechanics, probe of the particle property, generation of vortex beam, etc. For long time
ago, it was realized that the circularly-polarized (CP) light beammight behavior like an optical torque [30], the
spin angularmomentum (SAM) of photons of such light can be transferred to the BAMof particles [31, 32]. As
the light intensity increases, this effect could be significant via laser-driven electron acceleration [27, 33] and
subsequent photon emission [28, 34, 35]. However, to the best of our knowledge, it has not yet been reported so
far on how to obtain high-energy dense positron and γ-photon beamswith a highly controllable angular
momentum at currently affordable laser intensities.

In this paper, by use of ultra-intense CP lasers interactingwith a near-critical-density (NCD) plasma, we
show that ultra-bright GeV γ-photon and dense positron beamswith controllable angularmomentum can be
efficiently produced via nonlinear Compton scattering (NCS) [36, 37] and themultiphotonBWprocess. It
involves the effective transfer of the SAMof laser photons to the BAMof high-energy γ-photons and dense
positrons, and offers a promising approach tomanipulate such ultra-relativistic particle beamswith special
structure. This γ-photon and positron beamswould provide a new degree of freedom to enhance the physics
capability for applications, such as investigating atomic structures of heavy elements, discovering newparticles
and unraveling the underlying physics via the collision of gg+ -e e .This schememay provide possibilities for
interdisciplinary studies [1–4, 14, 38], such as revealing the situations of rotating energetic systems, exploring
fundamental QEDprocesses,modeling astrophysical phenomena, etc.

Results and discussion

Overview of the scheme
Figure 1(a) illustrates schematically our scheme and some key features of produced γ-photons and positron
beams obtained based upon full three-dimensional particle-in-cell (3D-PIC) simulationswithQED and
collective plasma effects incorporated. In thefirst stage, electrons are accelerated by the drive laser and emit
abundant γ-photons via theNCS. This results in strong radiation reaction (RR) forces [39–44], which act on the
electrons so that a large number of electrons are trapped in the laser fields under the combined effect of the laser
ponderomotive force and self-generated electromagnetic field. Dense helical beams of the trapped electrons and
γ-photons are formed synchronously, as shown in figure 1(b). As the trapped electrons collidewith the
opposite-propagating scattering laser in the second stage, the γ-photon emission is boosted significantly in
number and energy. Finally, such bright γ-photons collidewith the scattering laser fields to trigger the nonlinear
BWprocess in the third stage. A plenty ofGeV positronswith high density and controllable angularmomentum
are produced (figures 1(c) and (d)).

When the trapped electrons collide head-onwith the opposite-propagating scattering laser pulse, the
electrons undergo a strong longitudinal ponderomotive force and are reversely pushed away by such scattering
laser, inducing a strong longitudinal positive current >J 0.x Finally, the created pairs can be effectively
separated from the background plasmas, so that quasi-neutral pair plasma is generated, as shown in figure 2.
Since the ratio »/D l 1.8spair here, it is likely to induce collective effects of the pair plasma [10, 11], where Dpair

and p g= + +/ /l c e n m8s e e
2 are, respectively, the transverse size and the skin depth of the pair plasma, g is the

average Lorentz factor of the pair, e is the elementary charge, +ne and +me are the positron density andmass. Such
denseGeVpair flowswould offer new possibilities for future experimental study of the pair plasma physics in a
straightforward and efficient all-optical way. This scheme could be thus used as a test bed for pair plasma physics
and nonlinearQED effects, andmay serve as compact efficientGeV positron and γ-ray sources for diverse
applications.

Numericalmodeling
Full 3D-PIC simulations have been carried out using theQED-PIC code EPOCH [45], where the effects of spin
polarization [46, 47] are ignored. In the simulations, the drive laser pulse and the scattering laser pulse (with a
delay of 45T0) are, respectively, incident from the left and right boundaries of the simulation box, possessing the
same transversely Gaussian profile of -( )/r rexp 2

0
2 ( l m= =r 4 4 m0 0 is the laser spot radius) and different

longitudinally plateau profiles of 15T0 for the drive laser pulse and 5T0 for the scattering laser pulse. Their
electric fields rotate in the same azimuthal direction, i.e., right-handed for the drive laser pulse and left-handed
for the scattering pulse, respectively. The normalized laser amplitude is a0= 120, corresponding to currently
approachable laser intensity [48]~ -10 W cm .22 2 The simulationbox size is l l l´ ´ = ´ ´x zy 65 20 200 0 0

with a cell size of lD = /x 250 and lD = D = /y z 15,0 sampled by16macro-particles per cell. Absorbing
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boundary conditions are used for bothfields andparticles. To enhance the laser absorption inplasmas,
aNCDhydrogenplasma slab located between4λ0 and50λ0with an initial electrondensity of =n n1.5 c0

( w p= /n m e4 ,c e 0
2 2 whereme is the electronmass, andω0 is the laser angular frequency) is employed,which

can beobtained from foam, gas or cluster jets [49, 50]. Suchplasmadensity is transparent to the incident laser
pulse due to the relativistic transparency effect ~g n a n n ,c c, 0 0 so that the drive laser pulse canpropagate
and accelerate electrons over a longer distance in theplasma. Theparameters of lasers andplasmas are tunable
in simulations.

TheQEDemissionmodel
The stochastic emissionmodel is employed and implemented in the EPOCHcode using a probabilisticMonte
Carlo algorithm [51, 52]. TheQEDemission rates are determined by the Lorentz-invariant parameter [53]:

h = m( )∣ ∣/e m c F p ,e v
v3 4 which dominates the quantum radiation emission, and c = m( )∣ ∣/e m c F k2 ,e v

v2 3 4

which dominates the pair production. Here mF v is the electromagnetic field tensor and the absolute value of the
four-vector indicated by ¼∣ ∣, ( )p kv v is the electron’s (photon’s) four-momentum. In the laser-basedfields,

η andχ can be expressed as h b b= + ´ -g ( ) ( · )E B E ,
E

2 2e

s
and c = + ´ -w ( ˆ ) ( ˆ · )E k B k E ,

m c E2
2 2

e
2

s

where  w ( )k and k̂ are the energy (momentum) and unit wave vector of the emitted photon,  is the reduced

Figure 1.Helical particle beam generation via laser–plasma interactions. (a) Sketch of generating high-energy dense particle beams
with high angularmomentum in laser–NCDplasma interactions. The scheme is divided into three steps: (1) a right-handedCPdrive
laser (DL) pulse incident from the left irradiates aNCDplasma slab to generate and trap a helical electron beam; (2) by colliding of the
electron beamwith a scattering laser (SL) pulse, dense energetic γ-photons are emitted viaNCS; (3) the γ-photons further collidewith
the SLfields, which triggers themultiphoton BWprocess to produce numerous electron–positron pairs. The red- and blue-arrows
indicate, respectively, the propagating directions of theDL and SL pulses. The black-dashed linesmark the dividing line between the
step (1) and steps (2), (3). (b)Transverse slices of the density distributions of the trapped electrons and γ-photons at t= 38T0. (c)The
positron density distribution in 3D (top) and 3D isosurface distribution of positron energy density of n250 MeVc (bottom) at t= 62T0.
(d)The angular distribution of positron energy and snapshots of the positron energy spectrum at different times. The curved arrows
indicate the rotation directions, while the green line in (c) shows the rotation axis. The density of electrons, γ-photons and positrons is
normalized by the critical density nc. The simulation results here are obtainedwhen theDL pulse is with right-handedCP and the SL
pulse is with left-handedCP.
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Planck constant, = /E m c ees
2 3 is the Schwinger electricfield [54],β= v/c is the normalized velocity of the

electron by the speed of light in vacuum c, γe is the electron relativistic factor,E andB are the electric and
magnetic fields. The processes of photon and pair production have a differential optical depth [52]

òt a h l g h c c c=g
h

( ) ( ) ( )/ / /
/

t c Fd d 3 , df eC
0

2
and t pa l w c c= ( )( ) ( )/ / /t c m c Td d 2 ,f eC

2

respectively, whereαf is the fine-structure constant,λC is the Comptonwavelength, F (η,χ) is the photon
emissivity andT±(χ) is the pair emissivity. The emission rate is solved until its optical depth is reached and
simultaneously the emission occurs.When the energetic electrons and emitted γ-photons propagate parallel to
the laser pulse, the contribution from the electric field on the parameters can be almost entirely canceled out by
themagneticfield, resulting in η→ 0 andχ→ 0.On the contrary, if the particles counter-propagate with the
pulse, one can obtain h g~ ^∣ ∣/EE2 e s and c w~ ^( )∣ ∣/ /m c EE ,e

2
s whereE⊥ is the electric field perpendicular

to themotion direction of the particles. The energy ofmost emitted photons can be predicted as [16]
w hg» m c0.44 .e e

2 The parameterχ is thus rewritten as c h~ 0.22 2 at the collision stage, implying that

c gµ ^∣ ∣ /EEe
2 2

s
2 increases significantly with the laser intensity and the positron production becomesmore

efficient accordingly.
The radiating electrons experience a strong discontinuous radiation recoil (called the quantum-corrected

RR force) due to the stochastic photon emission in theQED regime [51, 52]. The stochastic nature of such
radiation allows electrons to attain higher energies and emit higher energy photons than those undergoing a
continuous recoil in the classical regime. The resulting photon energies are comparable to the electron energies,
as illustrated infigures 3(a) and (d).

Relativistic electron dynamics in laser-drivenNCDplasma
Wecan use the single electronmodel to understand the electron acceleration inNCDplasma. For aCP laser
propagating along the x-direction, the components of laserfields are, respectively, f=E E sin ,Ly L

f=E E cos ,Lz L = - /B E v ,Ly Lz ph = /B E v ,Lz Ly ph where EL is the amplitude of laser electric field, f w= -kx t0

and w= /v kph 0 are the laser phase and phase velocity, and k is thewave number. The definition of self-

generated azimuthalmagnetic field is =q ˆBB eyS Sy + ˆB e ,zSz where êy and êz are the unit vector in the y and z
direction, respectively.With considering theRR effect in laser–plasma interactions, the equation ofmotion of

electrons can be expressed as = +f f ,
t L
pd

d rad where g= mp ve e is the electronmomentum. The Lorentz force is

= - + ´( )ef E v B ,L whereE≈EL and » + qB B BL S are the local electric andmagnetic fields. The RR force
is considered as ba h h» - ( ) /eE gf 2 3frad s

2 by taking into account of quantum effects for ultra-relativistic limit

g  1,e where òh ph h c c=
¥

( ) ( ) ( )/g F3 3 2 , d2

0
is a function accounting for the correction in the

radiation power excited byQEDeffects [53]. The transversemotion of the electron can be thus described as

Figure 2.Achieving quasi-neutral pair plasma.Density distributions of electrons (ne), γ-photons (nγ in the x–y plane), and pairs
(npair in the x–zplane) at t= 65T0. The cross section of the longitudinal current (Jx) is projected in the x–z plane, where the black-
dashed linemarks the front of the trapped electron bunch.One can see clearly that the electron–positron pairs are separated from the
background electrons and travel along the x-axis, resulting in quasi-neutral pair plasma formation.
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k f= - + - ( )
p

t
e E ev B Fv

d

d
sin , 1

y
L x Sz y

k f= - - - ( )
p

t
e E ev B Fv

d

d
cos , 2z

L x Sy z

where k = - /v v1 x ph and a h h= ( )/F eE g c2 3 .fs
2 For a highly relativistic electron, one can reasonably assume

that »v 0,x g » 0,e and »F 0, because they are slowly-varying comparedwith the fast-varying termof py and
p .z Under these assumptions, one can obtain the time derivative of the equations of electronmotion as follow
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Here = = -q
¶
¶

¶
¶

¶
¶

B B B ,
r S z Sy y Sz w= /a eE m c ,L e0 0 and w kw=L 0 is the laser frequency in themoving frame of

the electron. The resulting self-generated annularmagnetic field is approximately proportional to the distance r
from the laser axis, so that q

¶
¶

B
r S can be assumed as a constant in this case. The solutions of electron transverse

momentumwith time can be thus expressed as w f= +^( ) ( )p t p tcos ,y z L, 0 wheref0 is the initial phase and p⊥
is the transversemomentum amplitude. By substituting ( )p ty z, into equations (3) and (4), one can obtain

µ w
w w w w^ + -( )

p .a m ce L

L F L SB

0
4

2 2 2 2 2 Here w =
g q

¶
¶

BSB
ev

m r S
x

e e
indicates the oscillation frequency induced by the self-generated

annularmagnetic field, and w =
gF

F

me e
indicates the oscillation frequency induced by theRR effect. In the ultra-

relativistic limit g  a 1,e 0 one has w w gµ / /1 1SB L e and w w gµ / /a f eE 1,F L a L e0 r d so that the
transversemomentum amplitude is approximately given by µp̂ a m c.e0 The transversemomentumof the
electron can be thus expressed as wµp a m c tcosy e L0 and wµp a m c tsin .z e L0 In such highly collimated

relativistic case ( g»p m cx e e and ^p px
2 2), one can obtain g = + G + G µ ~ G( )/ /a a1 2 2 ,e 0

2 2
0
2 whereΓ is a

small constant. The scaling of themaximum energy of accelerated electrons is µ ~E a ,e,max 0
2 however, the

energy formost electrons ismuch less than this scaling. This electrons can be described by the effective
temperature or the average energy, it scales as µE ae 0 in direct laser acceleration [55]. Thus, the total energy of
electrons scales as µ ~E N ae e 0

2 (where µN ae 0 as detailed below), as seen infigure 4(a).

Figure 3.Particle energy spectra and two key quantumparameters of theQED effects. The energy spectra of electrons (a) and
γ-photons (d) at t= 55T0, t= 60T0 and t= 65T0. The corresponding insets in (a) and (d) show the angular-energy distribution at
t= 55T0. The spatial distributions of η (b), (e) andχ (c), (f) along the x-axis: before the collision at t= 55T0 (b), (c) and after the
collision at t= 60T0 (e), (f).
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The instantaneous radiation power induced by the electron can bewritten as a h h» ( )/f v eE c g2 3.frad s
2 For

h  1, the RR effect can be ignored ( f fLrad ), but it becomes significant and the quantum radiation needs to
be considered for h ~ ( )O 1 . In our configuration, η can easily reach unity (see figures 3(b) and (e)), leading to

~ ( )f O f .Lrad Thus the RR effect dominates andQEDeffects come into play, so thatmost electrons are
efficiently trapped and accelerated inside the laser pulse instead of being expelled away, constituting a dense
electron beam. Figure 4(b) shows the self-generated annularmagnetic field p~qB ren2 .S e This plays a
significant role in electron trapping by the centripetal pinching force b ´ ~q ( )e O eB ES and in the γ-photon
emission by the quantum radiation bg h´  ~q∣ ∣ ( )/E OB 1e S s [56, 57]. Thus, the electron trapping is
attributed to theRR effect togetherwith the self-generatedmagnetic field around the channel dug by theCP laser
in theNCDplasma.Here theNCDplasma is employed for providingmore background electrons being trapped
and accelerated, and for forming an intense self-generatedmagneticfield, which is very beneficial for the high-
energy γ-photon emission.

When an intenseGaussian laser pulse propagates in theNCDplasma, electrons can be accelerated directly by
the laserfields asmentioned above, which induces intense electric currents and forms plasma lens [56, 58]. This
enhances the laser intensity greatly (see figures 4(c) and (d)) due to the strong relativistic self-focusing and self-
compression of the pulse in plasmas, the resulting laser amplitude is significantly boostedwith the dimensionless
parameter ~a 250.foc In the stochastic photon emission, electrons can be accelerated directly by the laser to a
high-energywithout radiation loss or radiation recoil before they radiate high-energy photons. Themaximum
energy of electrons is thus approximately proportional to the focused laser amplitude a ,foc

2 which energy can be
as high as 10GeV. Formost energetic electrons, their energies are significantly decreased due to the high-energy
γ-photon emissionwhen the RR effect comes into play. Finally, a substantial energy of the radiating electrons is
converted into high-energy γ-photons, providing an efficient and brightGeV γ-ray source.

For effective γ-photon emission, herewe only consider the trapped electronswith energy>100MeV from
the regionwithin the off-axis radius m<4 m,whose total number can be estimated as p~N n R d .e e e e

2 Here

l pµ ( )/ /R a n ne c e0 0 is the electron beam radius [58, 59], ~d cte 0 is the beam length (matchingwith the laser
pulse duration), t0 is the formation time of the electron beamdependent on the laser–plasma interaction. Thus
the total electron number is l pµ /N a n ct .e c0 0

2
0

Efficient generation and control of high angularmomentumof electron,γ-photon and positron beams
In our scenario, theNCS at the collision stage of energetic electronswith the scattering laser pulse dominates the
radiation emission over that at thefirst stage, resulting in greatly boosted γ-photon emission, as seen in
figure 5(a). In the regime of quantum-dominated radiation production, the total radiation power of the trapped
electrons can be estimated by

Figure 4. (a)The energy evolution of trapped electrons as the laser amplitude. The blue dots show the simulation results, and the black
dotted curve presents the a0

2 scaling of electron energy. (b)The black lines plot the trajectories of some electrons from the trapped
energetic electron beam. The background colormap shows the self-generated azimuthalmagneticfieldBSθ, normalized by

w= /B m e.e0 0 Spatial distributions of the laser intensity in the y–zplane for the incident laser pulse (c) in vacuumand (d) in plasma
channel.
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å a h h= »( ) ( ) ( )P f v N eE c g
2

3
, 5

i
i i e frad rad, s

2

where the subscript i indicates serial number of individual electrons,Ne is the electron number, h h( )g2 is the
average radiation power factor of trapped energetic electronswith the parameter h > 0.1i determining the
photon emission. The radiation power predicted by equation (5) at the first and second stages is »P 0.6 PWrad

and 6.8 PW, respectively, in good agreementwith the PIC simulation results of 0.4 PW and 7 PW.This suggests
that theNCS inNCDplasma provides an efficient way to generate GeV γ-rays in themulti-PW level with
extremely high intensity of~ -10 W cm .23 2

In addition to the extreme high peak power of γ-rays, the twist formation of the γ-photon beam is
particularly interesting, which is found to be strongly dependent upon the polarization of the laser pulse or the
SAMof laser photons. For a drive laser pulse propagating along the x-direction, generally its electric field can be

described as d f d f d= - +[ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ]EE e e2 sin cos ,L L y z
2 determines the polarization state: δ= 0 for linearly-

polarized (LP) laser; δ=±1 for right-handed and left-handedCP laser, respectively; d< <∣ ∣0 1 for elliptically-

polarized (EP) laser. One can obtain d fµ - ( )p a m c2 cosy e
2

0 and d fµ ( )p a m csin .z e0 The electron

transverse positionwith respect to the laser axis is given by ò g=^ ^ ( )/r p m td .e Thus, the total angular

momentumof electrons in such laserfields can be approximately expressed as

å d d w= ´ µ -^ ^∣ ∣ ( )/L a m c Nr p 2 , 6e
i

i i e e
2

0
2

0

where l p~ /N a n cte c0 0
2

0 is the number of the trapped electrons before entering the collision stage. This implies
that the electron angularmomentum can be optically controlled by tuning the laser parameters, e.g., ~L 0e

when δ= 0 for LP lasers and it becomesmaximumwhen δ= 1 for CP lasers. SinceNe scales almost linearly with
the interaction time t0, the electron angularmomentum increases accordingly, which is substantiated by the PIC
simulations as exhibited infigure 5(b). For such an isolated system, both themomentum and angular
momentumof particles and photons conserve during the laser–plasma interaction, so that electrons can obtain
their angularmomentum from theCP laser pulses with SAMand then transfer it to the γ-photons via theNCS.
Figure 5(b) also presents the evolution of the angularmomentumof emitted γ-photons, which shows a clear
transfer of the angularmomentum from the electrons to the γ-photons at the second stage. The 3D isosurface
distributions of the angularmomenta for the electron beam and the γ-photons infigures 5(c) and (d) illustrate

Figure 5. (a)Evolution of the γ-photon yield (red solid line) and energy (blue solid line), and the trapped electron number (red dashed
line) and energy (blue dashed line). (b)The angularmomentum evolution of the trapped electrons (black line) and γ-photons (red
line). The green shadows in (a) and (b) indicate entering the collision stage. Plots in (c) and (d) illustrate 3D isosurface distributions of
the energy density of electrons and γ-photons at t= 58T0, respectively, where the isosurface values are n2000 MeVc and n500 MeV,c

respectively. The simulation parameters are the same as infigure 1.
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the clear helical structures,whichhave right-handedness following the laser andhave the period of about one laser
wavelength.This suggests that the γ-photons can bear angularmomenta up to~ ´ - -2.7 10 kg m s .14 2 1

Furthermore, the γ-photons have an unprecedentedpeak brightness of~1024 photons/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1%BW
at 100MeVwith a laser energy conversion efficiency of 8.1%.With the forthcoming lasers such as ELI [12]
with intensity of -10 W cm ,23 2 theBAMofγ-photons is as high as ´ - -8 10 kg m s ,13 2 1 which corresponds to
107 per photon in averagewith a total photon yield of~ ´6 10 .14

Although the γ-photons emitted at the first stage have a large number and high energies, these γ-photons
almost co-movewith the drive laser pulse so that the key quantumparameterχdetermining the positron
generation becomesmuch smaller, i.e., c ( )O 0.1 .This results in very limited positron production. At the
subsequent stage when the γ-photons collidewith the scattering laser pulse,χ is greatly increased (c ~ 4, as
seen infigure 3(f)), leading to highly-efficient positron production via themultiphotonBWprocess. Finally, a
high-yield ( ´2.5 1010) dense (~nc)GeVpositron beamwith the same helicity of right-handedness as the
γ-photon beam is produced, as shown infigure 1(c).

In our configuration, the drive laser pulse acts asmicro-motors to seed angularmomentum in laser–NCD
plasma interactions, while the scattering laser pulse triggers themultiphotonBWprocess and plays the role of a
torque regulator. The positron angularmomentum ismainly controlled by tuning the polarization of the drive
laser pulse. To illustrate this, we consider two drive laser pulses with different polarization: δ= 0 for LP; and
d = /2 2 for EP, while the scattering laser is always left-handedCP. According to equation (6), the electron
angularmomentum is determined by δ, implying that it can reach themaximum Le

CP when δ= 1, while
L 0e

LP for δ= 0 and  /L L3 2e e
EP CP for d = /2 2.The simulation results show a good agreementwith

the theoretical predictions: »L 0e
LP by a LP laser, and »L L0.82e e

EP CP by the given EP laser.Meanwhile, the
angularmomentumof the γ-photons changes similarly, because their angularmomentumoriginates from the
parent electrons, as plotted infigure 6(b).We also see that the positrons can get less angularmomenta from the
scattering laser pulse ( +L0.17 ,

e
CP as plotted infigure 6(c))when the LP drive laser is used. This is reasonable

Figure 6.Optical control of the angularmomentumof the γ-photons and positrons. (a)Temporal evolution of the angular
momentumof positrons using a right-handedCPdrive laser (DL) pulse andCP scattering laser (SL) pulses incident from the right side
with different helicities: RH, right-handed (green line); LH, left-handed (blue line). Temporal evolution of the angularmomentumof
trapped electrons and γ-photons (b) and positrons (c) using a left-handedCP SL pulse andDL pulseswith different polarizations. In
(b), dashed line for LP laser with δ= 0 and solid line for right-handed EP laser with d = /2 2, where the green shadow indicates
entering the collision stage. In (c), the angularmomentum is shown forDLpulses with d = /2 2 (EP), and 0 (LP). The insets in (c)
show the positron density distributions in the cases of using EP (top) and LP (bottom)DLpulses, respectively, at t= 62T0.
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because the parent electrons and γ-photons obtain almost no angularmomentum from the LP drive laser pulse.
This offers an efficient and straightforward approach to explore the angularmomentum transfer between the
laser and particles, and to optically control the angularmomentum and helicity of such energetic beams for
future studies.

One can also tune the angularmomentumof positrons by simply changing the chirality of the scattering
laser pulse. This can be attributed to the torsional effect of the CP laser (like awrench). The electric fields of both
drive laser and scattering laser pulses rotate in the same azimuthal directionwhen using a left-handedCP
scattering laser pulse, whereas their electric fields rotate in the opposite directionwhen using a right-handedCP
scattering laser pulse, so that they can tune the rotation of the positron beam in the same direction or in the
opposite direction, respectively. As a result, the positron angularmomentum tuned by the left-handedCP
scattering laser pulse is higher than that tuned by the right-handedCP scattering laser pulse, as seen in
figure 6(a).

Robustness of the regime and discussion
Further simulations have been performed to explore the scaling of the angularmomentumof energetic particle
beams as a function of the laser amplitude, as shown infigure 7(a). Here, we keep the parameter a0nc/n0
= constant for ultra-relativistic laser–plasma interactions [60]. The efficiency of positron production increases
with the laser intensity, which is valid for all considered laser intensities. In our configuration, the key quantum
parameter c ~ ( )O 1 , so that themultiphotonBWprocess can be efficiently triggered to create copious
numbers of high-energy electron–positron pairs. However,χ is greatly suppressed at amuch lower laser
intensity, e.g, c  1at <a 100,0 which leads to very limited positron creation. This indicates that there exists a
threshold laser amplitude (i.e., ~a 120th in our scenario), for highly-efficient prolific positrons production.

For lasers with afixed polarization, we all obtain µL ae 0
2 from equation (6). The ratio scaling of the electron

angularmomentum is then expressed as z = ~ ( )/ /L L a ae e e,0 0 th
2 for different laser intensities. This is in

accordancewith the simulation results, as seen infigure 7(a). The instantaneous radiation power emitted by the
electron scales as h h( )g2 and the photon angularmomentum can be then approximately written as

h hµ µg
~( ) /L L g a .e

2
0

10 3 The positron angularmomentumoriginatesmainly from the γ-photons so that its

scaling shows a similar trend. Finally, we obtain that z ~g ( )/ /a a0 th
11 3 and z ~+ ( )/ /a ae 0 th

10 3 from the PIC
simulations, which is reasonably close to the analytical estimation above.

Here, the total SAMof theCPdrive laser pulse approximates d=L N ,l l where w= µ/N E al l 0 0
2 is the

total laser photon number. Thus the conversion efficiency from the laser SAM to the angularmomentumof
electrons, γ-photons, and positrons scales: r ~ a ,l e 0

0 r ~g
/a ,l 0

5 3 and r ~ +
/a ,l e 0

4 3 respectively. The
scaling is well validated by the simulation results as shown infigure 7(b). Taking the forthcoming lasers like ELI
for example, we estimate the positron angularmomentumup to ´ - -6.5 10 kg m s15 2 1 with a high angular
momentum conversion efficiency of~0.15%. Since the γ-photons are emitted by electrons in helicalmotion
and via theNCS of aCPpulse, the resulting high angularmomentum γ-raysmay carry awaywell-defined orbital
angularmomentum along the propagation direction, which has been verified theoretically in recent several
studies [28, 29]. Bymanipulating the electronmotion in plasmas, it is a potential way for generating γ-ray beams

Figure 7. Scaling of the angularmomentum and conversion efficiency of energetic particle beams. (a)The angularmomentum scaling
of electrons ζe (black line), γ-photons ζγ (blue line), and positrons z +e (red line), defined as the ratio z = /L L ,0 as a function of the
dimensionless laser amplitude a0, where L0 is the angularmomentumof electrons, γ-photons, or positronsmeasured at =a 120.th

(b)The angularmomentum conversion efficiency from the laser pulse with SAM to electrons (r  ,l e black line), γ-photons (r g ,l

blue line), and positrons (r  +,l e red line), as a function of a0.
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with coherent angularmomentum. Such γ-ray beamsmay find potential applications, such as providing
additional effects in the interactionwith nucleus, controlling nuclear processes, probing the structure of
particles, etc.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have proposed and numerically demonstrated an efficient scheme to produce high angular
momentum γ-photon and positron beams inNCDplasma irradiated by two counter-propagating high power
lasers with circular polarization under currently affordable laser intensity~ -10 W cm .22 2 It is shown that ultra-
intensemulti-PW γ-rays and dense ( -10 cm21 3)GeVpositrons with a high charge number of∼4 nano-
Coulombs can be efficiently achieved. In addition, the angularmomentum and helicity of such energetic beams
arewell controlled by the drive laser pulse and are tunable by the scattering laser pulse.With the upcoming laser
facilities like ELI, this all-optical scheme not only provides a promising and practical avenue to generate ultra-
bright PW γ-rays and dense positron beamswithGeV energies and high angularmomentum for various
applications, but also enables future experimental tests of nonlinearQED theory in a new domain.
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